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Outsource It!: A No-Holds-Barred Look at the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly of Offshoring Tech ProjectsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		If you need to expand your business but not your budget, if your group has an intense but short-term project, if you don't have the skill set to get a job done-it's time to think about outsourcing. Starting from the first step (should you outsource part of your tech work?) to the last (how can you protect your intellectual...
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C# Programmer's CookbookMicrosoft Press, 2003
Next time you hit the wall with a tough C# development problem, get the code behind the solution—and solve it the right way. The C# Programmer’s Cookbook provides at-a-glance reference to hundreds of C# and Microsoft .NET Framework programming scenarios using a concise, problem/solution format. The book’s organized so...
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A Carrot a Day: A Daily Dose of Recognition for Your EmployeesGibbs Smith, 2004
From the bestselling authors of The 24-Carrot Manager comes a manager's handbook on motivating employees through praise and recognition.   Employees fed a steady diet of carrots focus better on company goals. They spot new opportunities faster. They have longer employment life spans (translation: lower turnover). And they can lift companies higher...
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Linux Administration Made EasyIuniverse Inc, 2000
The Linux Administration Made Easy (LAME) guide attempts to describe day-to-day administration and maintenance issues commonly faced by Linux system administrators. This book is part of the Linux Documentation Project.
Linux Administration Made Easy summarizes the installation and configuration, as well as the day-to-day administrative and...
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Auditor's Guide to Information Systems AuditingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Praise for Auditor′s Guide to Information Systems Auditing

"Auditor′s Guide to Information Systems Auditing is the most comprehensive book about auditing that I have ever seen. There is something in this book for everyone. New auditors will find this book to be their bible—reading it will enable them to learn what...
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CompTIA Security+ 2008 In DepthCourse Technology PTR, 2008
Security continues to be the number-one concern of computer professionals today, and with good reason. Consider the evidence: as many as 150 million computers worldwide may be remotely controlled by attackers. Over 94 million credit and debit cards were compromised in one data security breach, with losses totaling over $140 million. On average,...
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Financing the Future: Market-Based Innovations for GrowthWharton School Publishing, 2010

	Financial innovation can drive social, economic, and environmental change, transforming ideas into new technologies, industries, and jobs. But when it is misunderstood or mismanaged, the consequences can be severe. In this practical, accessible book, two leading experts explain how sophisticated capital structures can...
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Facebook: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)Pogue Press, 2011

	
		Facebook's spreading about as far and fast as the Web itself: 500 million members and counting. But there's a world of fun packed into the site that most folks miss. With this bestselling guide, learn how to unlock Facebook's talents as personal website creator, souped-up address book, and bustling community forum....
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Windows Small Business Server 2011 Administrator's CompanionMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		If you run a small business, you don’t need us to tell you that the highly competitive
		marketplace, unpredictable economic cycles, time pressures, and technological
		demands are constantly exerting pressure on your bottom line.

	
		Your business needs the same technologies that large companies do. You need
		the...
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The Healthy Programmer: Get Fit, Feel Better, and Keep Coding (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Printed in full color.

	

	To keep doing what you love, you need to maintain your own systems, not just the ones you write code for. Regular exercise and proper nutrition help you learn, remember, concentrate, and be creative--skills critical to doing your job well. Learn how to change your work habits, master exercises...
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Architects of Intelligence: The truth about AI from the people building itPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Financial Times Best Books of the Year 2018

	
		TechRepublic Top Books Every Techie Should Read

	
		Book Description

	
		How will AI evolve and what major innovations are on the horizon? What will its impact be on the job market, economy, and society? What is the path toward human-level...
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Flash MX Savvy (With CD-ROM)Sybex, 2002
Anticipates your goals and uses professional examples to show you the best ways to attain them. Hands-on tutorials allows you to apply different techniques to projects that will yield useful, real-world results. Softcover. CD-ROM included.       

   This is the first book in our Savvy series, a new line of premium quality, in-depth...
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